
MANUFACTURERS OF STITCHING WIRES

JYOTI BRAND 

Reliable Source For Consistent Quality…..





ROUND STITCHING WIRE

We manufacture "JYOTI" Brand Round G. I. Stitching Wire that is used by printing
and book binding industry for binding note books, text books, duplicates,
triplicates, registers, leaflets, catalogues, cheque books etc., Our round stitching
wires can be used by face mask manufacturers as well. These wires are available
in both forms i.e. with or without spool as per the requirement of the buyer. Our
round wires are being successfully used on semi-automatic and fully automatic
stitching machines of all leading machine manufacturers around the world.
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ROUND STITCHING WIRE

JYOTI BRAND 

Stitching Wires in Coils

Jyoti Brand stitching wires in coil are used in low-speed

stitching machines and manual stitching machines.

Salient features:
 Hot dip Galvanized wire with heavy zinc coating for Rust

Resistance
 Dirt free smooth surface and excellent shining
 Accurate hardness for high penetrating power
 Uniform size is maintained with minimal tolerance



ROUND STITCHING WIRE
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Stitching Wires in Spools

Jyoti Brand stitching wires in spools are used in semi-

auto and automatic stitching machines.

Salient features:
 Hot dip Galvanized wire with heavy zinc coating for Rust

Resistance
 Dirt free smooth surface and excellent shining
 Accurate hardness for high penetrating power
 Uniform size is maintained with minimal tolerance
 Compatible with all semi & auto machines



ROUND STITCHING WIRE
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Stitching Wires in Jumbo Spools

Jyoti Brand stitching wires in Jumbo Spools are used in

fully automatic high-speed stitching machines.

Salient features:
 Hot dip Galvanized wire with heavy zinc coating for Rust

Resistance
 Dirt free smooth surface and excellent shining
 Accurate hardness for high penetrating power
 Uniform size is maintained with minimal tolerance
 Compatible with all fully automatic machines like

LineOmatic, Bielomatik,
Muller Martini, & others.



ROUND STITCHING WIRE
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SS & Brass Stitching Wire

Jyoti Brand SS & Brass stitching wires are used

mainly to achieve longer life, for better rust resistance and
for attractive colour.

As a part of innovative solution that we are focused on, we 
have developed Stainless Steel and Pure Brass Round 
Stitching Wire for rusting issues faced in G I Wire after a 
certain period of time and for attractive colour of pins. 
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SPIRAL BINDING WIRE
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SPIRAL BINDING WIRE

Jyoti Brand galvanized or G I wires for making Spirals 

and for making Wire-O for book binding, diary, calendars, 
menu cards, brochures, magazines etc. Our wires are of 
uniform tensile strength and even coating with minimum 
tolerance and accurate size for getting a perfect shape. We 
have fully automatic winders that winds the wire perfectly 
on various spools which makes un-winding easy on 
customer's end. We have spool winding facility that can wind 
wire from 2 kgs to 400 kgs.



FLAT STITCHING WIRE

We manufacture "JYOTI" Brand Flat Stitching wire that is used for manufacturing
corrugated boxes. We adhere to strict quality checks at each level of production
so as to deliver you quality product with minimal wastage that increases your
pinning average per kilogram. The different range of Flat Stitching Wire offered by
us is as under:
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 GI STITCHING WIRE
 RUST RESISTANT GI STITCHING WIRE
 HEAVY COATED GI STITCHING WIRE

 STAINLESS STEEL STITCHING WIRE
 BRASS STITCHING WIRE
 COPPER STITCHING WIRE



FLAT STITCHING WIRE
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OUR PRODUCTS
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 Spring Steel Wire

 High Carbon Wire

 Mild Steel Wire

 HB HHB Wire

 Binding Wire

 Galvanized Wire

 Copper Coated Wire

 Wire Rope

 Springs

 PP Strapping Rolls

 BOPP Self  Adhesive Tapes

 Shrink Films

 Stretch Films

For details please visit our website www.perfectwireindustries.com

SOME OF OUR OTHER PRODUCTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

http://www.perfectwireindustries.com/


CONTACT US

JYOTI BRAND 

Contact Person: Mr. Rachit Masalia
Designation: Director
Contact No.: +91 7021181536
Alternate No.: +91 9561098713
E-mail: info@excellentwiresandpackaging.com
Website: www.perfectwireindustries.com

OFFICE ADDRESS:
Gala No.11,12,113,
Jay Chamundeshwari Industrial Comp.,
Bldg. No.2, Naik Pada, Waliv,
Vasai (East), Dist. Palghar - 401104.
Maharashtra, India.

tel:07021181536
sms:09561098713
http://wa.me/917021181536
http://www.perfectwireindustries.com/
https://facebook.com/perfectwireindustries/
mailto:info@excellentwiresandpackaging.com
http://www.perfectwireindustries.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/DnqrWTFTrq59tXMe9
https://g.page/perfectwireindustriesoffice?share

